Off-axis digital holographic multiplexing for rapid wave front acquisition and processing
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Abstract: Off-axis holographic multiplexing involves capturing several complex wave fronts, each encoded into off-axis holograms with different interference fringe orientations, simultaneously, with a single camera acquisition. Thus, the multiplexed off-axis hologram can capture several wave fronts at once, where each one encodes different information from the sample, using the same number of pixels typically required for acquiring a single conventional off-axis hologram encoding only one sample wave front. This gives rise to many possible applications, with focus on acquisition of dynamic samples, with hundreds of scientific papers already published in the last decade. These include field of view multiplexing, depth of field multiplexing, angular perspective multiplexing for tomographic phase microscopy for 3-D refractive index imaging, multi-wavelength multiplexing for multi-wavelength phase unwrapping or for spectroscopy, performing super-resolution holographic imaging with synthetic aperture with simultaneous acquisition, holographic imaging of ultrafast events by encoding different temporal events into the parallel channels using laser pulses, measuring the Jones matrix and the birefringence of the sample from a single multiplexed hologram, measuring several fluorescent microscopy channels and quantitative phase profiles together, among others. Each of the multiplexing techniques opens new perspectives for applying holography to efficiently measure challenging biological samples. Furthermore, even if the multiplexing is done digitally, off-axis holographic multiplexing is useful for rapid processing of the wave front, for holographic compression and for visualization purposes. Although each of these applications typically requires a different optical system or processing, they all share the same theoretical background. We therefore review the theory, various optical systems, applications, and perspectives of the field of off-axis holographic multiplexing, with the goal of stimulating its further development.
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1. Introduction

Holography can record the entire complex wave front (amplitude and phase) of the light that interacted with a sample by recording interference between a beam that has interacted with the sample and a reference beam that does not contain the sample spatial modulation. From the recorded complex field, one can obtain the quantitative phase profile of the sample, which encodes both the sample physical thickness and refractive index profiles [1]. The applications of holography range from stain-free acquisition of biological cells in vitro to optical metrology and profiling of thin elements and chemical processes [1–11]. Holographic multiplexing means compression of additional information into the hologram, a preliminary idea proposed already in 1965 by Lohmann [12].
In general, there are two main approaches to holographic wave front acquisition. In on-axis holography [13], the two beams interfere with no angle between them, producing a hologram that contains concentric circular interference fringes. This causes mixing of the sample and reference intensities with the complex wave front of the sample. In the spatial frequency domain, the cross-correlation (CC) terms containing the sample complex wavefront spatial frequencies will overlap with each other as well as with the auto-correlation (DC) terms containing the spatial frequencies of the sample and reference intensities. Due to this, the on-axis holographic approach requires acquisition of three or four phase-shifted holograms of the same sample instance in order to isolate the sample complex wave from the unwanted waves. If these holograms are acquired sequentially, at different times, fast dynamic processes may not be recorded. However, if these holograms are acquired together, three or four camera planes are needed (or extended sensor sizes with slower frame rates are required [14]), causing registration problems between the different camera planes. On the other hand, the complex wave front acquired by on-axis holography contains more spatial frequency data, allowing a complex wave front with a correspondingly larger field of view, making on-axis holography suitable for imaging large static samples. Rapid on-axis holography is possible for sparse samples, such as for particle detection [15,16]. Alternatively, iterative correction processes or preliminary learning can be used [17–19]. As a solution, parallel phase-shifting digital holography is based on spatial divisions of the camera pixels, using polarization or two-dimensional diffraction grating effects [20–23].

Alternatively, off-axis holography [1,3–11] allows a single-exposure acquisition mode with a regular digital camera by introducing a small angle between the sample and reference beams as they illuminate the camera plane, producing an off-axis hologram containing parallel linear interference fringes [24]. This enables the extraction of the complex wave front of the sample from a single camera exposure, making off-axis holography highly relevant for acquiring the complex wave front of dynamic samples. This single-exposure method is possible, since the parallel linear fringes act as a carrier wave for the sample complex wave front, and thus in the spatial frequency domain the CC terms, each of which contains the complex wave front of the sample, are carried away from the origin where the DC terms, containing the sample and reference beam intensities, are located; thus creating a full separation between CC term and DC term spatial frequencies. The spatial frequency separation typically occurs across a single axis, which allows compressing more information along the other axes as well. This can be achieved by optical multiplexing of several holograms with different interference fringe orientations into a single multiplexed hologram, a method known as spatial holographic multiplexing. As long as CC terms and DC terms do not overlap, as shown in Fig. 1(a), full reconstruction of each of the complex wave fronts encoded is possible from a single camera exposure. Each of the multiplexed holograms can contain additional data on the imaged sample, meaning that holographic multiplexing allows for recording of more information with the same number of camera pixels. This is beneficial for highly dynamic samples as more dynamic data can be recorded at once.

The general experimental principle in optical off-axis holographic multiplexing is the projection of two or more off-axis holograms onto the digital camera at once, so that the camera can acquire the multiplexed off-axis hologram in a single shot. Each of the projected off-axis holograms encodes a different wave front and has interference fringes in a different orientation such that the various CC terms from all of the off-axis holograms will not overlap in the spatial frequency domain. If the experimental system is designed correctly, the multiple wave fronts encoded may be fully reconstructed without resolution or magnification loss. A standard (non-multiplexed) off-axis hologram contains one sample beam and one reference beam, where the beams have a small off-axis angle between them, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). This hologram can be mathematically defined as follows:

\[ |E_{51} + E_R|^2 = |E_{51}|^2 + |E_R|^2 + E_{51}^*E_R + E_R^*E_{51}, \]  

(1)
where $E_{S1}$ is the sample wave contained in beam S1 and $E_R$ is the reference wave contained in beam R that has not interacted with the sample or has the sample modulation removed. In the spatial frequency domain (i.e. after a digital 2-D Fourier transform of the acquired off-axis hologram), as shown in Fig. 1(a), the DC terms are derived from the first two terms of Eq. (1), the sample and reference intensities, while CC1 and CC1*, each containing the sample wave front, are derived from the last two terms of this equation, respectively. Due to the off-axis angle between the beams chosen in Fig. 1(a), being along the vertical direction, the interference fringes obtained are horizontal and the CC terms are located along the vertical axis in the spatial frequency domain. As the CC terms are completely separate from each other and the DC terms, the complex wave front can be reconstructed by taking a digital inverse 2-D Fourier transform of either CC term. Next, if the quantitative phase profile is needed, one needs to take the argument of the exponent of the wave front, and use a phase unwrapping algorithm to solve $2\pi$ ambiguities when needed [25].

Figure 1(b) shows the principle of optical multiplexing when two sample beams, S1 and S2, are multiplexed, using a single reference beam R, interfering onto the camera at once at a small off-axis angle. Each pair of beams encodes a different wave front. The sample beams have interacted with the sample, while the reference beam is a beam from the same light source, but has not interacted with the sample, or has the sample modulation removed.

The multiplexed hologram depicted is given by the following equation:

$$|E_{S1} + E_{S2} + E_R|^2 = |E_{S1}|^2 + |E_{S2}|^2 + |E_R|^2 + E_{S1}E_R^* + E_{R}E_{S1}^* + E_{S2}E_R^* + E_{R}E_{S2}^* + E_{S1}E_{S2}^* + E_{S2}E_{S1}^*.$$  

(2)
where $E_{s2}$ is the sample wave contained in beam S2. In the spatial frequency domain (i.e. after a digital 2-D Fourier transform of the acquired off-axis hologram) shown in Fig. 1(b), the DC terms are derived from the three first terms of Eq. (2), which are the intensities of the samples and the reference. CC1 and CC1*, each containing the sample 1 wave front, are derived from the next two terms of this equation, respectively. CC2 and CC2*, each containing the sample 2 wave front, are derived from the next two terms of this equation, respectively. Due to the two off-axis angle between the beams chosen in Fig. 1(b), being along the vertical direction for sample 1 and the horizontal direction for sample 2, the interference fringes obtained are horizontal for sample 1 and vertical for sample 2, and they are both obtained simultaneously on the camera. In the spatial frequency domain, the CC terms originated from sample 1 (CC1, CC1*) are located along the vertical axis and the CC terms originated from sample 2 (CC2, CC2*) are located along the horizontal axis. The last two terms in Eq. (2) are unwanted cross-terms created between the two sample beams. In this case, they create a diagonal interference in the multiplexed hologram and result in an additional and unwanted CC pair (CCx, CCx*) located on the diagonal axis in the spatial frequency domain. Since this multiplexed hologram contains two channels with orthogonal fringes, it is possible to reconstruct the complex wave fronts of both S1 and S2 as their corresponding CC terms do not overlap with any other term. We next crop one of the CC term from each desired pair, say CC1 and CC2, apply a digital 2-D inverse Fourier transform and obtain the two complex wave fronts encoded into the multiplexed off-axis hologram.

Note that there are other possible geometries for multiplexing two sample beams, such as having the two sample beams, S1 and S2, parallel to the optical axis, and using two off-axis reference beams, R1 and R2, coming from orthogonal directions. In this case, in addition to the wanted orthogonal interferences and CC terms, we will have additional unwanted cross-terms due to the interferences between S1 and R2 and between R2 and S1, which can still be set not to overlap with the wanted CC terms.

The idea of multiplexing two channels can be further extended to 3-6 channels without an overlap in the spatial frequency domain. However, in this case, one will need to avoid unwanted cross-terms between non-matching sample and reference beams, which occupy space in the spatial frequency domain that is needed for the additional wavelength channels. Generally, there are three solutions to this problem. The first one is using different polarization states [26]. The second one is by controlling the coherence properties of the illuminations either by using different lasers or wavelengths for each sample and reference beam pair [27] or by coherence gating [28,29]. In any of these solutions, non-matching beam pairs will not interfere with each other, so that the unwanted cross-terms will not be created and additional wave fronts can be compressed into the multiplexed hologram, and can still be reconstructed due to lack of overlap in the spatial frequency domain. These solutions will be reviewed in the next sections, when reviewing specific applications for off-axis holographic multiplexing. The third solution, which is limited to certain situations, is to make sure that the unwanted cross-terms cannot be acquired by the camera since the camera pixel size is smaller than half of the interference fringe cycle.

Note that in Fig. 1, as well as in the rest of the paper, we assume that the hologram magnification and spatial resolution are optimized [24], and the sample is non-sparse and contains many spatial frequencies. In this case, as can be seen in the spatial frequency representations, the DC terms will occupy two times more spatial frequencies than the CC terms, and the shift in the CC terms from the origin of the spatial frequency domain is such that all terms are contained in the spatial frequency domain without overlap and without aliasing. A detailed spatial bandwidth analysis is given in the next section.

There are two types of experimental systems for off-axis holographic multiplexing: regular interferometers built around the sample and external interferometers that come after the imaging system and create the reference beam externally. In the case of regular interferometers, such as Mach-Zehnder or Michelson interferometers, one needs to integrate
two interferometers around the sample, where each of them projects onto the camera different data on the sample and creates a different fringe orientation for the associated interference fringes. In this case, the optical system might be bulky, complicated, and hard to align. On the other hand, external modules that are located after the sample, often at the exit of the imaging system just in front of the camera, are often advantageous due to their portability as well as their common-path nature. By creating a reference beam only after the light has interacted with the sample, both reference and sample beams will travel less distance separately. Therefore, these modules have the advantage that various mechanical perturbations, such as temperature fluctuations and air flow, which are typically collected in the different interferometric arms, will have less pronounced effects on the final image and produce less temporal imaging artefacts. On the other hand, external modules assume that the sample modulation can be erased to create the reference beams externally (i.e. by spatial filtering) [10,30] or sacrifice part of the optical field of view (FOV) for the reference beam; thus requiring that this part of the sample is empty [31]. Examples of these optical systems for off-axis holographic multiplexing, with focus on external modules, are reviewed within the different applications of off-axis holographic multiplexing, starting from Section 4.

2. Camera spatial-bandwidth considerations and the multiplexing limit

Conventional off-axis holography uses a single sample beam and a single reference beam. In the spatial frequency domain, the off-axis hologram is transformed into two auto-correlation terms, caused by the beam intensities and located around the origin, and two complex-conjugated cross-correlation terms, located on both sides of the spatial frequency domain, each of which contains the complex wave front of the sample. Assuming that the maximum spatial frequency of the sample beam is \( \omega_s \) on both axes, as defined by the numerical aperture (NA) of the optical system used, each of the cross-correlation terms occupies a spatial bandwidth capacity of \([−\omega_s, \omega_s]\), and the auto-correlation terms occupy a spatial bandwidth capacity of \([-2\omega_s, 2\omega_s]\) [30]. This is shown in Fig. 2(a). To avoid an overlap between the cross-correlation terms and the auto-correlation terms, the center of the spatial frequency contents of the cross-correlation terms is shifted to at least \(±3\omega_s\), by adjusting the off-axis angle between the reference and sample beams, which requires a total spatial bandwidth of at least \(8\omega_s\). In order to efficiently use the spatial bandwidth of the camera and not waste camera pixels, we need to use exactly \(8\omega_s\). In other words, as shown in Fig. 2(a), if the hologram and thus its spatial frequency domain have \(N \times N\) pixels, the auto-correlation terms occupy \(N/2 \times N/2\) pixels, and each of the cross-correlation terms occupies \(N/4 \times N/4\) pixels. In this case, the cross-correlation terms occupy only \(9.8\%\) of the spatial frequency domain.

As a partial solution, it is possible to position the cross-correlation terms on the diagonal axis, so that they can become larger, or even such that half the term is positioned over the edge of the spectrum and appears on the other side [33]. In this case, the cross-correlation terms occupy up to \(24\%\) of the spatial frequency domain. Another solution is based on hologram multiplexing. Off-axis holographic encoding typically creates an empty space in the spatial frequency domain, into which we can insert other cross-correlation terms encoding additional information on the sample. Multiplexing of off-axis holograms means obtaining an interference pattern with several off-axis interference fringe directions, each of which positions a cross-correlation term in another location in the spatial frequency domain, without overlap with any other term. For example, Fig. 2(b) shows a multiplexed hologram with two orthogonal fringe directions that create two fully separable cross-correlation pairs in the spatial frequency domain. In this case, the cross-correlation terms occupy \(19.6\%\) of the spatial frequency domain. Till lately, it was accepted that one can multiplex up to four off-axis image holograms without overlap in the spatial frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 2(c) [26]. In this case, the cross-correlation terms occupy \(39\%\) of the spatial frequency domain.
Rubin, et al. [32] have shown two options for multiplexing six off-axis holograms without overlap in the spatial frequency domain. This principle is termed as six-pack holography (6PH). Figure 2(d) presents two options for 6PH. As shown, it is possible to position six cross-correlation terms in the spatial frequency domain without overlapping with each other and without overlapping with the auto-correlation terms. In both options, the total spatial frequency bandwidth capacity is $[−4ω_s, 4ω_s]$, and each cross-correlation term occupies a spatial frequency bandwidth capacity of $[−ω_s, ω_s]$.

Figure 3 presents a scheme of the entire multiplexing process. In Step 1, off-axis holograms are acquired on the digital camera. In Step 2, six holograms are multiplexed. If optical multiplexing is performed, six sample and reference beam angular combinations are projected onto the digital camera at once, so that each combination creates straight off-axis interference fringes in a different direction, and each fringe direction yields a different cross-correlation pair in the spatial frequency domain that does not overlap with any of the other five cross-correlation pairs. Alternatively, one way to perform digital hologram multiplexing is to acquire six regular off-axis holograms (e.g., during fast dynamic process), rotate them, and sum them to yield the multiplexed hologram.

In both cases, the multiplexed hologram encodes six complex wave fronts, but it contains real numbers only (representing the intensity of an interference pattern) and no complex numbers, and it can be sent or stored in its compressed form when needed. 6PH allows the cross-correlation terms to occupy 59% of the spatial frequency domain; thus more than 50% improvement compared to four hologram multiplexing. 6PH presents the optimized camera spatial-bandwidth consumption for off-axis holography for optical off-axis hologram multiplexing, where the auto-correlation terms are simultaneously acquired.

Note that in the cases of sparse samples or non-optimal magnification-resolution ratio, which create more empty space in the spatial frequency domain, more than six channels can be multiplexed using the same principles.
The analysis above considers the percentage of the area occupied in the spatial frequency domain. A more accurate analysis is given in Ref. [34]. In short, according to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, the cutoff frequency of the spatial frequency domain is half the sampling frequency. Hence, if the detector resolution is $\Delta x$, then the coinciding cutoff angular frequency is given by:

$$\omega_c = \frac{\pi}{\Delta x}. \tag{3}$$

The sample maximal spatial angular frequency defined by the optical setup is given by:

$$\omega_s = \frac{2\pi}{Md}, \tag{4}$$

where $M$ is the optical magnification and $d$ is the diffraction limited spot diameter.

Assuming that the sample maximal spatial angular frequency defined by the optical setup is $\omega_s$, then each of the CC terms occupies a bandwidth of $2\omega_s$, and the auto-correlation terms occupy a double spatial bandwidth of $4\omega_s$.

In on-axis holography, both the auto-correlation terms and the CC terms are centered on the zero frequency. Thus, in order to capture the full frequency range of the CC terms, a cutoff frequency of only $\omega_c = \omega_s$ is needed on both axes. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). In off-axis holography with multiplexing, Tahara at el. [33] proposed the space-bandwidth capacity enhanced (SPACE) architecture for the efficient recording of a single hologram, where each of the CC terms is split on the two sides of the spatial-frequency domain, using the cyclic property of the DFT. This method is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). It uses a cutoff frequency of only $\omega_c = 2.5616\omega_s$ by choosing the CC shifts as $u_0 = 0.6096\omega_s$ and $v_0 = \omega_c$. Another option is illustrated in Fig. 4(c). By choosing $u_0 = v_0 = 0.6796\omega_s$, the CC terms are placed on the diagonal, enabling the compression of up to two holograms with the use of a slightly higher cutoff frequency of $\omega_c = 3.1213\omega_s$ [33]. For comparison, the 6PH architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4(d), in which six off-axis holograms with six different fringe orientations are multiplexed on the same camera plane. This architecture uses a cutoff frequency of $\omega_c = 4\omega_s$, as illustrated in Fig. 4(d). Similar configurations allowing diagonal positioning of the CC terms are presented in Refs. [35,36].

Dardikman, et al. later suggested multiplexing eight holograms (8PH) [37], by utilizing the space occupied by the DC terms. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4(e). The 8PH architecture can be applied optically in the general case by removing the DC terms, as can be done by acquiring two phase-shifted holograms.

The efficiency score can be defined as follows:

$$E_f = \omega_s / \omega_c \times N_w/N_a, \tag{5}$$

where $\omega_c$ is the cutoff angular frequency required for the method, $\omega_s$ is the maximal angular frequency of the sample, $N_w$ is the number of wave fronts encoded in the method, and $N_a$ is
the number of acquisitions needed for reconstruction. This score expresses the ratio between
the effective number of wave fronts per acquisition \((N_w / N_a)\) and the relative cutoff angular
frequency required for capturing the full frequency range of all samples without overlap \((\omega_c / \omega_s)\). The calculation of the efficiency score for each of the architectures is given in Table 1.

To extend the spatial bandwidth consumption, iterative or nonlinear filtering methods can
be used (i.e., [38–42] and others). These methods typically have to take some assumptions for
the sample, including weak phase or its gradient, uniform intensity, a complex amplitude
confined within a quadrant in the spatial frequency domain, or requiring the analyticity
condition of the Kramers–Kronig relations.

Alternatively, slightly off-axis (SOA) holography is an experimental combination of on
and off-axis holography [43–47]. In this method, the off-axis concept for shifting the CC
terms in the spatial-frequency domain by tilting one of the beams is still used. However, here
the tilting is smaller, such that the CC terms overlap with the DC term, but not with each
other. Thus, the spatial bandwidth requirements are lower than those of off-axis holography,
and only two phase shifted holograms (rather than three, as in on-axis holography) are needed
for reconstruction. This can be achieved because the sign of the CC terms in the second
hologram, which is \(\pi\) shifted, is opposite to their sign on the first, such that the overlapping
DC term can be discarded by simple subtraction of the two holograms. Once the DC term is
eliminated, one can easily isolate one of the non-overlapping CC terms from the spatial-
frequency domain. Similarly to off-axis holography, SOA holography leaves free space in the
spatial-frequency domain that can be used for either optical or digital multiplexing; Min et al.
[48], for example, optically multiplexed two SOA holograms of the same scene with different
wavelengths for the purpose of calculating a new hologram with a synthetic wavelength,
preventing the phase ambiguity problem; and Zhong et al. [49] presented several digital
multiplexing architectures for speeding up reconstruction in SOA holography. SOA
holography bandwidth considerations are presented in Fig. 4(e) and in the last row of Table 1.

Note that all multiplexed holographic channels share the same grayscale dynamic range of
the camera. Dardikman et al. [34] performed comprehensive numerical simulations imitating
many multiplexing architectures in the presence of shot noise and compared the quality of the
results both in terms of MSE and SNR. It was assumed that the sample is mostly transparent
and has negligible absorbance (such as individual biological cells in vitro). It was found that
for an 8-bit detector (256 grayscale levels) there was quality decrease, making single channel
holography more advantageous. Nevertheless, when using a 16-bit detector and considering
additional error factors, this issue becomes negligible, and all architectures present similar
reconstruction quality. In this investigation, we did not consider the decrease of the visibility
due to the fill factor of the camera pixels. Other investigations demonstrating the effect of the
bit depth per hologram were conducted in Refs. [50,51].

Various applications are possible for off-axis holographic multiplexing, with focus on
rapid wave front acquisition and reconstruction. Each of them requires a different optical
multiplexing system, but they all share the same principles explained in the two sections
above. These applications are reviewed in the next sections.
Fig. 4. Schematic illustrations of the power spectra for various spatial bandwidth-efficient holographic imaging architectures, including bandwidth calculations, assuming the same number of camera pixels. (a) Optimal on-axis holography. (b) SPACE. (c) Diagonal off-axis multiplexing. (d) 6PH. (e) 8PH with the DC terms removed. (f) Diagonal slightly off-axis multiplexing with the DC terms removed. DC denotes the auto-correlation terms and the numbered circles around it denote the CC terms, where coinciding complex conjugate CC terms are denoted by the same number with and without an asterisk. Figure is modified from Ref. [34].

Table 1. Comparison of various digital holography architectures. $\omega_c$ is the cutoff angular frequency required, $\omega_s$ is the maximal angular frequency of the sample, $N_w$ is the number of wavefronts encoded, $N_a$ is the number of acquisitions required for reconstruction, and $E_f$ is the efficiency score. Table is modified from Ref. [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>$\omega_c/\omega_s$</th>
<th>$N_w$</th>
<th>$N_a$</th>
<th>$E_f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimal on-axis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACE</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal off-axis</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6PH</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8PH</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal SOA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Field of view multiplexing

In Ref. [30], Girshovitz, et al. have proposed an external holographic module that projects onto the camera two interference patterns of different fringe orientations, each of which captures the complex wave front of a different area or FOV of the sample. This technique is called interferometry with double imaging area (IDIA). Since the two FOVs are not overlapping in the spatial frequency domain, they can be both fully reconstructed and stitched together without loss of resolution or magnification. This external holographic module is shown in Fig. 5. In this setup, instead of building two conventional interferometers around the sample (which is bulky and complicated), the magnified image from the coherently or partially coherently illuminated sample is projected onto the input of the external interferometric module instead of directly onto the digital camera. In the module, the image is optically Fourier transformed by lens L1, while being split into two beams using beam splitter BS1. One of the beams is filtered by pinhole P and reflected by mirror M, where the pinhole transfers only a very small bandwidth around the zero spatial frequency, and thus creates a reference beam by effectively erasing the sample spatial modulation. Then, the reference beam is optically Fourier transformed back to the camera plane by lens L2, where lenses L1 and L2 are positioned in a 4f lens configuration. The second beam that propagates from BS1 is split again by beam splitter BS2, and both sample beams are reflected by two retro-reflectors, RR1 and RR2, and optically Fourier transformed back to the camera plane by lens L2. Each of the retro-reflectors is used to shift the center of the actual Fourier (spatial frequency) plane. The two retro-reflectors are positioned perpendicular to each other, so that one creates a Fourier-plane shift in the x direction and the other one creates a Fourier-plane shift in the y direction. This arrangement creates multiplexing of two linear, perpendicular off-axis interference fringe patterns that can be recorded simultaneously by a single camera exposure. Because the retro-reflectors also rotate the image of the sample, two mirrored images on the camera are obtained. According to this arrangement, there is an area where the two overlapping images from the two retro-reflectors are continuous. In this area, two different complex wave fronts originating from the two continuous FOVs of the sample can be reconstructed. Since these wave fronts are mirrored, one of them needs to be digitally rotated and stitched to the first one to create an image with a doubled FOV. Because the camera FOV and its acquisition frame rate are interchangeable, the IDIA technique encapsulates the capability of increasing the camera frame rate without decreasing the original reconstructed FOV, since instead of doubling the camera FOV, the acquisition frame rate can be increased, while using half of the camera pixels. Figures 6 and 7 show several experimental results of quantitative phase imaging of stationary (Fig. 6) and dynamic (Fig. 7) samples acquired with the external multiplexing module presented above. Further extensions of the IDIA principles to broadband holography and to flipping interferometry [31] have been presented in Refs. [52] and [53], respectively.

Reference [26] extended this FOV holographic multiplexing approach to multiplexing three complex wave fronts of three FOVs of the sample into a single multiplexed hologram. In this case, the problem of unwanted cross-terms became more critical, so polarization coding was used to avoid at least one of the unwanted cross-terms. The external module for FOV tripling is shown in Fig. 8(a). An inverted transmission microscope is illuminated by a HeNe laser, containing a microscope objective and a tube lens (not shown in Fig. 8(a)). The image of the sample is created at the output of the microscope, where the three-FOV-multiplexing module is located. The image at the microscope output is Fourier transformed by lens L1 and split by beam-splitter BS1 to the reference and sample paths. Spatial filtering is used in the reference path to erase the sample modulation by using pinhole PH located in front of a mirror. In the sample path, the beam is split into three sample beams by beam-splitters PBS and BS2. At the exit of each beam-splitter, retro-reflectors reflect the beams back in a different angle. Retro-reflectors RR1 and RR2 are rotated at 90° compared to each
Fig. 5. The IDIA module for optical multiplexing of two off-axis holograms. The module is connected to the digital camera port at the output of a coherent or partially coherent imaging system. The retro-reflectors are orthogonal to each other. Right inset: 3-D diagram of the retro-reflectors and their effect on the incoming image. BS, beam splitter; L1 and L2, lenses in a 4f configuration; M, mirror; P, pinhole; RR1 and RR2, retro-reflectors. Figure is modified from Ref. [30].

Fig. 6. Optical multiplexing of two off-axis holograms of an optically transparent 1951-USAF test target under low-coherence illumination. (a) Multiplexed off-axis hologram recorded in a single digital-camera exposure using the IDIA module. (b) Spatial Fourier transform of the multiplexed hologram. The white boxes mark the desired cross-correlation terms, each is generated from another reference-sample beam pair and encodes a different FOV of the sample. The yellow dashed line box marks the unwanted cross-term between the two sample beams. (c) Final optical thickness map of the test target, obtained by stitching together the two thickness maps. The white scale bars represent 10 μm. Figure is modified from Ref. [30].

other, while the beam reflected from retro-reflector RR₂ is rotated at 45° compared to the beams from RR₁ and RR₂. Each of the three sample beams is then combined with the final reference beam using the beam-splitters, and inverse Fourier transformed onto the camera by lens L₂. Three off-axis interferences are created on the camera, with fringes rotated at 45° compared to each other. Each retro-reflector also rotates the sample image. Since the projected sample image is larger than the camera sensor size, three sample FOVs are projected onto the same camera sensor at once. Since the sample is initially illuminated by a 45°-polarized light by using a linear polarizer POL in front of the laser, the reference beam has both P and S polarization states. After splitting the beam in the polarizing beam-splitter PBS, S polarization is reflected and P polarization is transmitted. Therefore, the two FOVs
Fig. 7. Quantitative optical thickness maps with doubled FOV of a swimming human spermatozoon, as recorded by the IDIA technique, enabling the acquisition of the fast dynamics of the spermatozoon with fine details on a doubled FOV. The white dashed line indicates the location of the stitching between the two FOVs. The white scale bars represent 10 μm. A video, demonstrating the ability to record fast dynamics, is shown in Ref. [30].

reflected by RR1 and RR2 are P-polarized, and after they interfere with the P-polarized part of the reference beam, two orthogonal off-axis holograms are created on the camera. RR1 and RR2 are built by two mirrors connected at 90°. RRp is a total-internal-reflection prism, turning linearly polarized light into elliptically polarized light, so that the S-polarization is not blocked by PBS. The multiplexed hologram of micro-beads is shown in Fig. 8(b), and the coinciding spatial spectra is shown in Fig. 8(c), with the associated polarization states marked by superscripts. As can be seen, using orthogonal polarization states, the cross-terms from two of the sample beams are avoided. This allows us to use more empty space in the spatial frequency domain for the third sample, so that all three FOV of the micro-beads can be reconstructed, as shown in Fig. 8(d). However, since only two orthogonal polarization states are available, there are still unwanted cross-terms, and the spatial-frequency domain is fully occupied. This implies that in order to add more sample beams, without overlap in the spatial frequency domain, other effects such as different wavelengths or coherence gating should be used.

Several additional experimental demonstrations were provided in this paper; for example, Fig. 8(e) shows quantitative phase imaging of live HeLa (human cervical cancer) cell culture. As presented in this figure, a broad area of 4 × 4 frames was firstly scanned using a single FOV holography (presented as the muted-color background). Then, the module presented in Fig. 8(a) was used for recording three FOVs from the sample simultaneously (as presented in Fig. 8(e) in vivid colors), while enabling quantitative imaging of a larger cell population.

Finally, it should be noted that FOV multiplexing can also be viewed in the opposite direction. That is, instead of retrieving an enlarged synthetic FOV from the multiplexed hologram, it is possible to penalize the optical FOV to get improvement in other domains. Thus, a lot of effort has been expended during the last few years to reduce the useful FOV in order to retrieve complex amplitude information of the sample using off-axis holographic configuration [19,30–38]. The common key point to all those approaches is to save a clear area in the FOV for reference beam transmission in order to allow holographic recording by different means at the detection plane. As a consequence, the available FOV for sample analysis is reduced but quantitative phase information is retrieved in a single shot. Most of those approaches have an additional added value: they are mainly applied in conventional bright-field microscopes without coherent testing capabilities. So the result is a microscope which is converted into a holographic one using common-path interferometric layouts.
Following this line, Lloyd’s mirror has been used as interferometric architecture to allow off-axis holographic recording [54]. The authors validated the novel concept by imaging red blood cells using a 45× 0.65-NA microscope objective and studying their membrane vibrations in time. Micó et al. [55] reported on a technique where the input plane is spatially-multiplexed to allow reference beam transmission in a common light-path with the imaging
branch. The sample is placed in side-by-side configuration with the reference area and the overlapping between both areas (holographic recording) is provided by using a diffraction grating at the image space. The proposed method was experimentally validated in a regular Olympus BX-60 upright microscope for different types of biological samples. Lateral shearing interferometric (LSI) approach was first introduced by Singh et al. [56] and lately expanded and generalized under different conditions by Seo et al. [57], as well as Kim and Kim [58]. In LSI approaches, holograms are obtained by two laterally sheared object beams and they include not only DC bias and twin images but also the undesired duplicate images which result from the two sheared object beams involved in interference. DC term and twin image can be removed by conventional spatial Fourier filtering using an off-axis configuration, which in LSI is achieved by using a wedge optical window or a pellicle beam splitter and optical mirror for the shearing [58]. The duplicate image problem is avoided by considering a thick optical window, thick enough to allow image separation [57]. Similar to Ref. [55], Han et al. [59] proposed a spatial division of the input FOV into the regions (sample and two reference areas) to allow orthogonally polarized reference beam transmission in order to record an angular-multiplexing polarization hologram for measuring the Jones matrix parameters of polarization-sensitive or birefringent materials in a single-shot [59]. Additional implementations for quantitative phase imaging were proposed by Sun et al. [60] and Ebrahimi et al. [61], where off-axis interferometric recording was obtained by using both a Fresnel bi-mirror and bi-prism, respectively. Following the original idea from Leith and Upatnieks in the sixties, Sun et al. [62] reported on a beam-splitter cube interferometric layout where the reference beam was redirected towards the recording plane by using a wedged glass plate.

Field of view multiplexing can also be deployed in a common-path multi-beam interferometry with small shearing [63–65], producing off-axis multiplexed holograms with compressed information on spatial derivatives of the sample phase distribution. A simple crossed binary amplitude Ronchi grating [66], amplitude checker grating [67] or an advanced quadri-wave diffraction structure composed of an appropriately frequency-matched crossed binary amplitude grating and a phase checker grating [68] are frequently applied. Hybrid amplitude cross-checker [69] and randomly encoded [70] gratings recently emerged as diffraction-efficient approaches. The diffraction grating profile determines the multi-beam interference angles, hence enabling the tailoring of the Fourier spectrum of the off-axis multiplexed hologram. After applying Fourier-transform-based calculation on at least two orthogonal spatial derivatives, the underlying phase function of interest can be computed utilizing an integration engine [71,72]. Shearing single-shot multi-beam off-axis-multiplexed holography has many applications. For example, quadri-wave lateral shearing interferometry was employed for wave-front sensing [73], quantitative phase imaging [74], and quantitative retardance imaging [75], whereas 3×3-beam [76] and 5-beam [77] interferometry were employed for extended wave front gradient sensing.

4. Depth of field multiplexing, and displacement and shape measurements

Digital holography provides unique access to 3-D object information through sequential numerical propagation of reconstructed complex amplitude to different focal planes, e.g., enabling 3-D live cell tracking in an imaged volume [78]. Nonetheless, the potential attractiveness of simultaneously multiplexing information coming from different layers is compelling. This idea can be traced back to the so-called multi-plane imaging, commonly used in microscopy, particle tracking and medical imaging, where diffraction gratings (binary amplitude [79] and phase [80]), beam splitters [81] or spatial light modulators [82] are employed for sharp multiplexing of several focal planes in a single camera acquisition. Single shot digital holographic approaches, reviewed in this subsection, use coherent recording and numerical reconstruction to achieve depth-of-field multiplexing.
Reference [83] has shown that by using hologram adaptive computational deformation, it is possible to control the numerical reconstruction distance and alter it spatially to provide a sharp image of a tilted object. Numerical propagation of tilted complex amplitude to ensure object sharpness in a wide field of view is a challenging task [84], and can be seen as a good example of holographic depth-of-field multiplexing. A fully automated approach [84] is executed in two parts: first the local sharpness estimation leads to rotation axis localization, next the angular orientation is devised, maximizing the focus of optical fields reconstructed in many subsequent tilted planes.

Reference [85] demonstrated that by modifying the numerical reconstruction process of off-axis digital holograms by adding a synthetic diffraction grating effect, it is possible to image three planes at different depths simultaneously. Numerical grating offers increased flexibility over a physical grating. Moreover, the authors have shown that two different wavelength channels can be obtained in focus simultaneously by a single off-axis multiplexed hologram.

Reference [86] proposed a hologram reconstruction algorithm to image multiple planes at different depths simultaneously. A shift parameter that accounts for the coordinate system transverse displacement of the image plane at different depths was introduced in the diffraction integral kernel. Combination of the diffraction integral kernel with different shift values and reconstruction depths yields multi-plane holographic imaging in a single reconstruction. A review of holographic depth-of-field multiplexing is provided in Ref. [87].

Reference [88] presented multiplexing of multiple sections in a low-coherence interferometric setup, which enables the simultaneous amplitude and phase reconstruction of multiple sections in multi-plane samples in a single camera acquisition with rejection of out-of-focus debris. The method is applicable to cases in which the depth of field is large and, thus, the entire 3-D sample is in focus on the camera. In these cases, one cannot know the order of layers in the 3-D sample. To solve this problem, the authors divided the depth of field into several layers, each creating a different fringe orientation on the camera simultaneously, and the different layers do not interact with each other due to coherence gating. Optical layout of the setup is presented in Fig. 9, while exemplifying results are shown in Fig. 10.

![Fig. 9. (a) Schematic representation of the optical setup for depth-of-field off-axis holographic multiplexing. LC, low-coherence light source; Lens1, Lens2, Lens3, lenses in 4f lens configurations; S, multilayer reflective sample; BS1-BS4, beam splitters; M1-M4, mirrors that provide the desired spatial frequencies in the off-axis interference fringes. (b) Multilayer sample comprised of four coverslips, each imprinted with a reflective letter: O, M, N, I. (c) Unique fringe orientation captured from each layer of the sample indicating the axial location of each layer. Figure is modified from Ref. [88].](image-url)
Spatial multiplexing can also be applied to perform 3-D displacement measurements, for both metrology and biomedical applications [89–92]. In addition, spatial multiplexing can be applied to perform 3-D shape measurements, followed by phase unwrapping with multiple illumination angles [93–95]. Imaging from multiple viewpoints can be used to improve the 3-D position measurements, which is typically carried out for particle tracking [96–98].

Deep learning approaches have constantly increasing impact on optical techniques, especially digital holography. By virtue of this, several groups have proposed advancements in optical depth of field multiplexing based on autofocusing [99–101]. Ref. [99] reported on versatile (from on-axis to off-axis) coherent recording scheme with automatically maintained focus employing machine learning. The authors posed autofocus as a regression problem, with the focal distance being a continuous response corresponding to each hologram, converting distance estimation to hologram prediction (solved by designing a powerful convolutional neural network [CNN] trained by a set of holograms acquired a priori). Ref. [100] describes a CNN-based approach that extends the depth of field and increases the reconstruction speed in holographic imaging. For this, a CNN was trained by using pairs of randomly defocused back-propagated holograms and their corresponding in-focus phase-recovered images. After this training phase, the CNN takes a single back-propagated hologram of a 3D sample as input to rapidly (non-iteratively) achieve phase recovery and reconstruct an in-focus image of the sample over a significantly extended depth-of-field. The presented approach was positively verified using on-axis holograms, however the off-axis regime could be approached by similar means. Ref. [101] can be seen as a generalization of [100] onto both incoherent and coherent illumination. Authors used addition of one or a few
off-axis illumination sources (e.g., LEDs) to allow focus correction from a single image with this illumination. Neural network architecture, the fully connected Fourier neural network, was designed exploiting an understanding of the physics of the illumination to make accurate predictions without any specialized hardware.

5. Wavelength multiplexing

When multiplexing various illumination wavelengths, unwanted cross-terms are not usually an issue as different wavelengths of light do not interfere with each other. However, this does not necessarily make wavelength multiplexing easier to implement, as one must consider that the fringe frequency, and thus the positions of the CC terms, is dependent on both the off-axis angle and the wavelength. In addition, the diffraction-limited spot size, and thus the size of the CC terms, is also dependent on the wavelength. Finally, if multiple wavelengths are being used then chromatic aberrations become a concern. One example of a system that multiplexes multiple wavelengths is the system from Ref. [27]. In this article, the system is composed of a Twyman-Green interferometer and an assembly of beam splitters used to direct red and green light from two lasers into the system. One entrance receives a combined illumination beam of red and green light, while the second entrance receives two off-axis reference beams, one red and one green. The illumination beam is diffracted and reflected by the sample and then combines with the reference beams to produce the multiplexed hologram on the camera.

Multiplexing of several off-axis holograms acquired with different illumination wavelengths of the same sample instance (rather than different FOVs, etc.) can be used for both multi-wavelength phase unwrapping and holographic spectroscopy. Regarding the first application, since the quantitative phase retrieved is $2\pi$ periodic, objects that are optically thicker than the illumination wavelength are wrapped and subject to phase measurement ambiguity. Therefore, a 2-D phase unwrapping algorithm is applied digitally to obtain continuous phase reconstruction [25]. However, these algorithms are computationally demanding, but more importantly they might fail when a large phase discontinuity is encountered. Alternatively, an experimental solution to the phase ambiguity problem is two-wavelength holography the phase ambiguity problem is two-wavelength holography [102], in which two holograms with different illumination wavelengths are acquired, and the wrapped phase profile is extracted from each of them separately. Then, a new phase profile can be calculated based on both phase profiles, where the new phase profile has a large synthetic wavelength, significantly increasing the unambiguous phase range [3,27,103]. Since two different holograms are needed, the acquisition should be faster than the sample dynamics. To solve this problem, Kühn et al. [27] used simultaneous two-wavelength holography by multiplexing two beams of different wavelengths on the same sensor, providing real-time holographic capabilities. Their system was based on two Mach–Zehnder interferometers, built around the sample, creating two separate reference beam paths, one for each wavelength, so that on the camera they obtained two off-axis holograms of the sample simultaneously, with 90°-rotated fringe direction in relation to each other. Other methods for separating the two wavelengths in simultaneous dual-wavelength interferometry include using a color Bayer-mosaic camera [104] and polarization [105]. Variants of the techniques described above were used for examination of samples with large topography changes, such as porous coal samples [106] and biological samples [107]. These methods require two separate reference beams, which are separate from the sample along most of the optical path, and thus are more prone to mechanical noise, as all three beams may not be subjected to the same vibrations.

Self-interference interferometric techniques for dual-wavelength holography have evolved over the past decade [10,108,109], allowing more stable systems with a decreased temporal phase noise due to nearly common-path interferometric geometry. In these systems, both the reference and the sample beams are formed from the image of the sample itself. The reference beam can be generated externally, after the output image plane of the optical system, from a spatially filtered version of the image, effectively erasing the sample spatial modulation from
one of the beams, while the off-axis interference is realized by a retro-reflector \cite{10} or a diffraction grating \cite{109}. In Ref. \cite{110}, Turko, et al. presented a dual-wavelength external holographic microscopy module for quantitative phase imaging of 3-D structures with extended thickness range. This was done by simultaneous acquisition of two off-axis holograms, each at a different wavelength, followed by generation of a synthetic wavelength, which is larger than the sample optical thickness. This allows simultaneous two-wavelength unwrapping of samples that are too thick to be imaged in regular single-wavelength holography. As shown in Fig. \ref{fig:11}(a), in this holographic module the beam was Fourier transformed by lens L5, while being split into sample and reference beams by beam splitter BS2. The sample beam was Fourier transformed by lens L6, reflected by mirror M1, and projected onto the monochrome camera through lenses L6 and L8, so that the images were projected onto the camera from both wavelength channels at once. In the reference beam arm of BS2, at the Fourier plane of lens L5, a spatial filter made out of pinhole PH was placed, which selected only the low-frequency spatial information and effectively turned it into a reference beam. Then, lens L7 was used to Fourier transform the beam back into the image domain, while separating the two-wavelength beam into its two wavelength channels using dichroic mirror DM. Each of the channels was then back-reflected by slightly tilted mirrors, M2 and M3, and projected to the camera at an off-axis angle through lenses L7 and L8. The relative angle between mirrors M2 and M3 was adjusted, such that each wavelength channel created an orthogonal off-axis interference fringe direction with respect to the other channel, and thus a single multiplexed off-axis hologram from the two wavelength channels can be recorded by the camera at a single exposure. The two phase profiles from the two wavelength channels were processed to create a new phase profile with no $2\pi$ phase ambiguities. Figure \ref{fig:11}(b) shows an example of height profiling of a round copper pillar with height of 30.5 $\mu$m and a certainty of 7 $\mu$m, as obtained by the system shown in Fig. \ref{fig:11}(a).

![Fig. 11. (a) External holographic module for multiplexing two wavelength channels into a single multiplexed hologram \cite{110}. L5-L8, achromatic lenses. BS2, beam splitter. PH, pinhole plate. DM, dichroic mirror. A monochrome digital camera is used to acquire the two orthogonally rotated off-axis holograms of different wavelengths at once. (b) Reconstructed height profile of a 30.5-\mu m-high, 70-\mu m-wide copper pillar, obtained by the module shown in (a) when connected at the output port of a reflection microscope. The two wavelength channels are used for simultaneous two-wavelength phase unwrapping, enabling profiling of this thick sample without 2\pi phase ambiguities. Figure is modified from Ref. \cite{110}.](image)

The main problem of two-wavelength phase unwrapping is the inherent amplification of noise that comes with the calculation of the synthetic wavelength phase profile, which results in a decrease in the sensitivity \cite{103}. In order to optically unwrap the phase map of thick
objects, but still keep the sensitivity as that of a single wavelength, three-wavelength phase unwrapping was introduced [111–114]. Using a third-wavelength hologram, one can produce phase maps of three gradually decreasing synthetic wavelengths, and then use hierarchical optical phase unwrapping [112]. In general, when wavelength scanning is used [113,114], the sample might be subjected to vibrations, and the acquisition throughput may be slower as well, which can be problematic for acquiring dynamic samples. Turko, et al. [115] have proposed simultaneous three-wavelength holographic multiplexing acquisition, which is able to acquire the quantitative phase profiles of thick samples with the same level of noise as that of a single wavelength acquisition.

Another application of simultaneous multi-wavelength holography is holographic spectroscopy and refractive index dispersion [116–119], which is useful for various measurements of biological cells in vitro. A third application is using the multiple wavelength measurements to decouple refractive index and physical thickness from the phase measurement [120] (since phase is proportional to the optical thickness, which is defined as the product between refractive index and physical thickness [1]). In cases where the refractive index of the sample is dependent on the wavelength, this decoupling problem can be solved using the multiple phase profiles, simultaneously provided by the multiplexed hologram. Note that in some of these papers [117,118,120], the multiplexing is not spatial bandwidth efficient, since it is done across one diagonal axis in the spatial-frequency domain.

6. Multiplexing for synthetic-aperture super-resolution

Optical imaging systems are restricted both axially and transversally in resolution due to the wave nature of light [121]. This fact has been well-known since the 19th century, when the German physicist Ernst Abbe explained, without mathematical foundations, the relation between numerical aperture (NA), illumination wavelength (λ) and resolving power (r) for image formation in microscopy. Some years later, Helmholtz derived the maximum resolution achievable in microscopy, which can reach up to one-half of the illumination wavelength [122]. Lord Rayleigh published a manuscript with the mathematical foundation of Abbe’s discovery [123], and Porter involved Fourier’s theorem in the development of Abbe’s theory and demonstrated the power of Fourier optics in image formation by placing different masks (diffraction gratings) in the back focal plane of a microscope lens [124].

Essentially, every optical system under collimated illumination has a band-pass truncation limiting the transversal resolution to a value of \( r = k\lambda/(n \sin q) \), where \( k \) is a constant that depends on the imaging system configuration (for instance, it has a value of 0.82 for coherent imaging systems with circular apertures [125–127]), and \( q \) is the one-half of the angular aperture of the microscope objective. Usually the numerical aperture of the imaging is \( NA_{\text{im}} = n \sin q \), and the previous equation is modified for a non-collimated beam of illumination according to \( r = k\lambda/(NA_{\text{im}} + NA_{\text{ill}}) \), where \( NA_{\text{ill}} \) relates to the numerical aperture of the illumination. Thus, the maximum achievable resolution for air-immersed imaging systems is \( r = k\lambda/2 \), that is, approximately half the illumination wavelength, which, for example, means ~200 nm for blue illumination. This is a strong barrier in optical microscopy since a wide range of processes and events take place at smaller scales. Moreover, it is quite common in microscopy to use low/medium NA microscope objectives since they possess attractive properties, such as longer working distances, larger fields of view, reduced prices, etc., at the expense of poorer resolving power (large \( r \) values).

Currently, coherent illumination is widely used in optical microscopy for a vast range of applications [128–130]. In order to simplify the optical configuration, coherent light is usually inserted as a collimated beam, meaning that \( NA_{\text{ill}} = 0 \) and the resolution limit is penalized to be \( r = k\lambda/NA_{\text{im}} \) with a minimum value of ~400 nm for blue illumination (even less in cases of medium/low NA lenses). To increase the \( NA_{\text{im}} \) value without replacing the NA of the microscope objective lens itself, it is possible to replace the surrounding medium (typically air) between the object and the sample by a medium with a higher refractive index.

4. Photonic multiplexing

Recently, the concept of multiplexing has been extended to the intermediate range of wavelengths, which is attractive for both coherent and incoherent imaging systems, as well as for biological and environmental samples. One of the most promising approaches is the use of multi-wavelength multiplexing, which combines the advantages of both coherent and incoherent imaging. In particular, it is well-known that the coherent multiplexing of long wavelengths is limited by the sample thickness due to the phase mismatch between the illumination and the sample, which is not overcome in the incoherent multiplexing of short wavelengths.

In the field of optical microscopy, multiplexing can be used to increase the resolution of images, to reduce the acquisition time, and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, multiplexing can be used to obtain quantitative information about the sample, such as the refractive index, the thickness, and the structural properties. In this section, we will discuss the different types of multiplexing techniques and their applications in optical microscopy.
value, thus originating the concept of immersion microscopy [131]. It is also possible to increase $N_{\text{mag}}$ synthetically, by selecting only specific directions of illumination in order to diffract towards the objective lens different spatial-frequency content of the sample within the $N_{\text{mag}}$ allowed. Those additional spectra are then transmitted through the regular lens aperture and used to generate a synthetic spectrum that effectively has a larger $N_{\text{mag}}$, providing an image with better resolution in comparison to the regular one. This super-resolved image can be equivalent in resolution to the one provided by a lens having a larger physical $N_{\text{mag}}$. This procedure is usually known as super-resolution by synthetic aperture (SA) generation [132]. Nowadays, SA generation in optical microscopy is a vividly blossoming technique with many different applications [133]. In this section, we will review super-resolution holographic techniques based on synthetic aperture, which allow single-shot acquisition by acquiring a multiplexed hologram.

The first approach regarding super-resolution using multiplexed holography seems to date back to the early seventies [134]. In their work, Ueda and Sato presented a simple optical method for improving the spatial resolution by using time multiplexing. The authors recorded a multi-exposed hologram composed by the addition of several band-pass images of the input object obtained sequentially under different oblique illuminations (usually term as angular multiplexing by tilted beams). Off-axis holographic recording was accomplished by reinserting a set of complementary off-axis reference waves at the hologram plane, complementary to each oblique beam. Although the achieved synthetic NA was extremely low (~0.0038 NA), this approach was the first to achieve time multiplexed super-resolution using off-axis illumination and holographic tools. Two years later, Ueda et al. extended the capabilities of the former approach by including a mathematical derivation of the method and by applying the approach to 2-D objects [135]. Again, the synthetic NA values were extremely low (~0.0051 NA), as a consequence of the experimental configuration. But one year later, Sato et al. improved the performance of their approach by considering a microscope lens (10×, 0.13 NA) [136]. Digital acquisition of the different holograms using a video camera and the digital superposition of them to synthesize the super-resolved image in a posterior stage was implemented. Again, time multiplexing was applied to the recording of the different holograms multiplexed, so no single-shot capability was demonstrated. But finally, Sato et al. proposed a new approach for real time super-resolution by means of an ultrasonic light diffractor and a TV visualization system [137]. The system had greater simplicity and it was able to produce 1-D and 2-D real-time super-resolved imaging with extremely low synthetic NA because of the low diffraction angles produced in the ultrasonic light diffractor. Nevertheless, this method can be considered as the first single-shot super-resolution approach by multiplexing holography. Figure 12 includes the experimental results for a 2-D super-resolution effect considering a resolution test target where (a) corresponds with the full resolution image obtained with 0.037 NA and without the ultrasonic waves, (b) shows the image with limited resolution after closing the iris (0.0006 NA approx.) and without the ultrasonic waves, and (c) shows the super-resolved image retrieved from the configuration in (b) but activating the ultrasonic light diffractors.

After that, many super-resolution approaches by multiplexing different degrees of freedom in holography has been reported in the literature. From a first review manuscript in 1984 [138] to more recent references [132,133,139–141], the reader can realize the vast number of applications provided by super-resolution imaging techniques, but only a few are capable of working in single-shot exposure.

The next step in single-shot super-resolution techniques was provided by Leith et al. around 30 years ago. In a first paper [142], they demonstrated 1-D super-resolution effect using spatially incoherent illumination in an interferometric layout formed from diffraction gratings. Essentially, the system worked as a set of tilted beams with different propagation angles that, in one arm of the system, illuminate the input object which is imaged
Fig. 12. Experimental results for single-shot 2-D super-resolution by Sato et al. [137].
(a) Conventional image with 0.037 NA and with light diffractors off. (b) Image restricted in resolution by closing the iris until 0.0006NA and with light diffractors off. (c) The super-resolved image coming from (b) with light diffractors on. Figure is modified from Ref. [137].

by an imaging system with reduced aperture and, in the other arm, provides a set of tilted beams for the interferometric recording being coherent with its corresponding illumination beam but incoherent with the others. In the imaging branch, different spatial frequency content was transmitted through the limited aperture because of the tilted beam illumination, which interfered with its corresponding mutually coherent reference beam coming from the reference branch. The number of tilted beams coming from the reference branch is selected by effective image size of the illumination source image, the larger the source, the larger the effective aperture and the better the resolution limit. Finally, the recorded pattern was treated as a hologram and the reconstruction was observed in the first diffraction order. Figure 13 includes the experimental validation where a resolution test target is first imaged under the low resolution imaging system in (a), and then the proposed 1-D super-resolution technique is applied for two different source sizes [(b) and (c)] controlled by the ration of the focal lengths used in the layout.

Fig. 13. Experimental results for single-shot 1-D super-resolution by Leith et al. [142]. (a) Image with penalized resolution in the vertical direction, and super-resolved 1-D image considering the proposed technique with (b) small and (c) large illumination sources. Figure is modified from Ref. [142].
A theoretical modification of the previous layout [142] was presented by Leith a few years later [143], and later on Sun and Leith reported on the generalization of Lukosz's approach [144,145] by considering optical diffusers in synchronized movement instead of diffraction gratings [146]. As in Lukosz's idea, the diffusers are movable and averaging is needed to achieve super-resolution effect, so this technique is not essentially a single-shot approach. But movement of the diffusers can be done very fast and, in principle, a super-resolution effect can be effectively achieved during the recording time of the sensor. Sun and Leith also studied the effect produced by different mismatches in the synchronized movement of the gratings/diffusers.

It was not until the beginning of the 21st century that single-shot super-resolution imaging using an off-axis holographic configuration of significant interest appeared. Mico et al. implemented tilted beam illumination with single-exposure capability based on the use of a VCSEL array [147]. The VCSEL array provides a set of coherent sources which are mutually incoherent to each other. Thus, the oblique illumination stage can be easily implemented in a single shot. This approach can be viewed as the previously described Leith et al. approaches where there is no a spatially incoherent extended source but only a few single illumination spots covering the whole size of the extended source. Thus, each tilted beam provides a different spatial frequency slot of the input object spectrum and all of them are reallocated to their original Fourier domain position by a set of complementary reference beams by off-axis holographic recording. The experimental layout can be seen in Fig. 14. It is a 4f imaging system with a limiting aperture in the Fourier plane for limiting the resolution. Figure 14(a) shows on-axis illumination and Fig. 14(b) shows one oblique illumination beam, illustrating how additional spectral information is transmitted through the system aperture. Figure 14(c) shows experimental results presenting a high resolution image of the object (recorded without limiting slit in the layout) in comparison to the low resolution image shown in Fig. 14(d) as a consequence of using the slit. Figure 14(e) shows the super-resolved image when considering three VCSEL sources generating one on-axis beam plus one tilted beam at each side. Figure 14(f) shows the super-resolved image when considering five VCSEL sources generating one on-axis plus two tilted beams at each side. Although the single-shot super-resolution effect is evident, multiplexing is done in 1-D and validated for low synthetic NA values.

These drawbacks were overcome in subsequent papers by considering higher NA values [148] and theoretically single-shot operational principles [149]. Moreover, the use of a VCSEL array for single-exposure super-resolution imaging was also extended to the field of lensless digital holography, in which the sample is imaged without lenses [150]. Also in lensless imaging schemes, other approaches were also proposed in digital holography to increase the resolution limit using a single camera snapshot. One can find modern implementations of Lukosz's original idea [144,145] where diffraction gratings (1-D and 2-D) are used to redirect additional spatial-frequency information onto the digital camera sensitive area, where the extra information is retrieved by imaging the band-pass images at the Fourier domain [151–154]. In addition, the single-shot encoding illumination stage has also been proposed with coherence encoding by means of pulsed illumination [155] as well as polarization encoding [156] in digital holography to enable the super-resolution effect. Extension of this to single-exposure super-resolution digital holographic microscopy was straightforward by using coherence gating [29] and polarization encoding [157–159].
Leaving aside polarization coding, single-shot operational principle is mainly achieved using coherence encoding whether with extended (spatially incoherent) sources or with VCSEL arrays or using pulsed (temporally incoherent) illumination. Following in the same line, Calabuig et al. [160,161] reported on a method for 1-D single-exposure super-resolved interferometric microscopy (SESRIM), where the single-exposure working principle was achieved by combining angular and wavelength multiplexing incoming from a set of tilted beams of different wavelengths. The approach was validated using two different experimental configurations for the decoding stage. The first one involves a color camera where the red–green–blue (RGB) channels are tuned with the illumination beams [160]. The second one used a monochrome camera, where the separation of the information encoded in each illumination beam is performed by FOV limitation [161]. Figure 15(a) depicts an experimental layout where both approaches are included, with the only exception being the limiting slit attached to the input object for FOV restriction. In both approaches, a multiplexed off-axis hologram is recorded in a single camera snap-shot coming from the incoherent addition of three individual holograms, each one of them carrying different spatial frequency information of the input object spectrum. Once the individual complex amplitude information is retrieved, a synthetic aperture is assembled and a super-resolved image is finally obtained as the inverse Fourier transform of the information contained in the synthetic aperture. Figure 15(b) and Fig. 15(c) include the experimental results from Refs. [160,161], respectively, and concerning: (b1)-(c1) the conventional (low resolution) image without applying the proposed technique, (b2)-(c2) the generated synthetic aperture, and (b3)-(c3) the super-resolved image. Although SESRIM was originally conceived for providing a 1-D super-resolution effect, 2-D single-shot super-resolution imaging is also possible by selective angular multiplexing. Next, the SESRIM concept was extended to the field of digital in-line holographic microscopy [162].
In addition to these single-shot techniques, super-resolution in digital off-axis holographic microscopy can also be implemented not in a single snapshot but in a fast acquisition, capable of synthetic aperture generation in fractions of a second or, at least, below 1 second of total consuming time. Kim et al. [163] reported on a high-speed synthetic aperture microscope for quantitative phase imaging of live biological cells. Using a dual-axis galvanometer-driven scanning mirror, the illumination angle can be controlled and a synthetic aperture continuously generated (spiral trajectory) using 360 recorded holograms in less than one-thirteenth of a second. A phase-referencing algorithm was developed to constructively add multiple angular images for the aperture synthesis. Thus, the lateral resolution is improved because of the generated synthetic aperture and the phase sensitivity is enhanced as a consequence of the averaging between all the recorded images. Figure 16 includes the experimental setup and some of the experimental results. They used a high-NA condenser lens (1.4) in combination with a high-NA objective (1.4) and the maximum oblique beam illumination provided 0.8 NA, so that the generated synthetic NA reached the maximum value (2.0 NA).
This layout was also lately validated in tomographic phase microscopy, as discussed in Section 7 of the present paper, for fast (less than 1 second) refractive index imaging of cellular organelles in HeLa, HT-29 and T84 cells [164,165], for high-contrast 3-D DIC imaging of live biological cells [166], to measure the growth of mammalian cells accurately [167], and further improved for real-time reconstruction of dynamic 3-D refractive index maps of individual cells via optical diffraction tomography [168]. Nowadays, tomographic diffractive microscopy is an open field performing fast and real-time imaging on bio-samples [169–171].

Mirsky and Shaked [28] have lately presented the first experimental realization of 6PH, an off-axis interferometric system capable of spatially multiplexing six complex wave fronts while using the same number of camera pixels needed for a single off-axis hologram. They used the holographic encoding shown in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 3, such that each of the six parallel complex wave fronts is encoded using a different fringe orientation and can be fully reconstructed. In this paper, they utilized 6PH to increase resolution in dynamic synthetic aperture imaging, where each of the six optically compressed off-axis holograms encodes a different spatial frequency range of the imaged sample.

This 6PH system is based on a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer illuminated by a partially coherent light, which is split into six parallel channels using a 2-D diffraction grating. A phase delay plate of a different thickness is used in each of the six channels that illuminate the sample at different angles, to image different spatial frequency contents from the sample. The samples beams are unified with the matching reference beams, which went through phase delay plates with matching thicknesses, and each channel creates off-axis interference fringes of a difference orientation on the camera, such that non-matching beams do not interfere with each other, and maximum usage of the spatial frequency domain is obtained. The six-pack hologram of a 1951 USAF test target, acquired in a single camera exposure, and its 2-D Fourier transform are shown in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), respectively. The CC term positioning when creating the synthetic aperture, and the final cropped synthetic aperture (for isotropic frequency distribution), are shown in Figs. 17(c) and 17(d). The reconstructed amplitude image obtained after performing an inverse Fourier transform is shown in Fig. 17(e). For comparison, the same test target was imaged by the system using a normal-incidence illumination beam and a single reference beam to provide a standard off-axis hologram (see Figs. 17(g) and 17(h)). The approximate increase in resolution is between 1.58 – 1.78 times the original resolution, corresponding to NAs of 0.395 – 0.445. This closely matches the expected increase in resolution which was calculated to be 1.62 times. This technique is especially useful for dynamic samples, as it allows the acquisition of six complex wave fronts simultaneously. Additional experimental demonstrations provided in this paper include using 6PH to image dynamic samples such as a moving 1951 USAF test target, flowing red blood cells and flowing polymer beads of 1 μm in diameter.
Fig. 17. Simultaneous synthetic-aperture super-resolution imaging based on 6PH. (a) Six-pack multiplexed hologram of a USAF target, experimentally acquired in a single camera exposure. Inset shows fringes magnified five times. (b) The corresponding spatial frequency power spectrum. (c) Positioning of CC terms in the synthetic aperture. CC numbering corresponds to matching sample beam from Fig. 17(c). (d) Same synthetic aperture as in (c) after cropping to the largest possible circle. (e) Amplitude image produced from (d). (f) Profiles along the lines marked in (e) demonstrating the smallest resolvable elements. (g,h) Results obtained from a standard off-axis hologram, for comparison to (e,f). Figure is modified from Ref. [28].

7. Angular multiplexing for tomography

Off-axis holographic multiplexing can be used to increase the acquisition rate in holographic tomography (HT). In contrast to regular digital holography that provides OPD topographic maps without sectioning capability for objects that are dense on the z axis, HT provides the 3-D refractive index distribution within weakly-scattering objects without labeling, which corresponds to the internal structure of cells and tissues, as long as distinctive refractive indices are present. This is especially useful in medical diagnosis and biological research [172]. HT requires capturing holograms of the object from several viewing directions, and relies on the theory first developed by Wolf [173]. Off-axis holograms captured at different illumination directions contain information on the field illuminating the object (plane, monochromatic wave $U^{\text{0}}(\mathbf{R})$) and scattered from the object ($U^{(s)}(\mathbf{R})$), which, at the point defined by position vector $\mathbf{R}$ in three-dimensional space, can be defined by:

$$U(\mathbf{R}) = U^{(0)}(\mathbf{R}) + U^{(s)}(\mathbf{R}).$$

The equation for the optical field obeys the following wave equation:

$$\left(\nabla^2 + k_0^2\right)U^{(s)}(\mathbf{R}) = F(\mathbf{R})U(\mathbf{R}),$$

where $F(\mathbf{R})$ is the scattering potential of the object with respect to its surrounding medium, which can be found as follows:

$$F(\mathbf{R}) = -k_0^2 [n^2(\mathbf{R}) - 1],$$

in which $k_0$ is the wave vector $k_0=2\pi/\lambda_0$ and $n(\mathbf{R})$ is the refractive index function in object space.

To capture HT, regular holographic setups need to be equipped with additional hardware [174] that enables tomography by either rotating the sample or changing the illumination direction. Object-rotation configuration enables full-angle tomography, while illumination rotation configuration leads to limited-angle tomography. Depending on the configuration used and taking into account optical diffraction, the complex amplitudes of the scattered field are mapped in the 3-D Fourier spectrum of the object on caps of Ewald spheres that are
located in different manners [175]. This leads to different spatial frequency coverage and either almost isotropic resolution for full-angle tomography or highly anisotropic resolution with improved transverse resolution at the expense of axial resolving capability for limited-angle tomography. In order to mitigate the lack of information in limited-angle tomography, an iterative Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm can be used, during which a non-negativity constraint is applied [174].

The common denominator of the aforementioned configurations is the necessity of acquiring data sequentially in time. This limits the applicability of HT to quasi-static samples especially in the case of biological applications. The slowest approach is the object-rotation configuration, since the object rotated should not tumble during the measurement (e.g., when rotated inside a fiber capillary [176,177]). Illumination-scanning HT systems have much greater potential for shortening the acquisition time by using galvanometer mirrors and a fast camera [178], or avoiding mechanical scanning by using a spatial light modulator (SLM), such as a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) [179]. Decreasing measurement time is also realized by data sparsification, i.e. acquiring fewer projections [179,180], which can only be applied when a powerful and more computationally-demanding reconstruction algorithm [174], e.g. based on compressed sensing [181], is used. The alternative solution is to acquire more than one projection at a time. This idea has been first employed in x-ray computed tomography (CT), in which the source and detector revolves around the measured object. In the case of x-ray CT, multiple sources and detectors are available, which reduces the number of angular positions required for a full scan [182,183]. This would ultimately lead to instantaneously obtaining a sparse dataset [184]. Furthermore, it is also worth noting that the general idea of multiplexing projections with multiple imaging systems in tomography has also been demonstrated for optical projection tomography [185]. In HT, however, the idea of applying multiplexing appears to have been developed independently and stems from holographic data storage concepts of angular multiplexing [186,187].

Regardless of the system configuration, the practical implementations of angular multiplexing techniques for tomography usually require one of the following components: (a) diffraction grating and/or mirrors [188–191]; (b) spatial light modulator [192–194]; (c) micro-lens array [195]; (d) diffractive beam splitter.

One of the first multiplexed HT systems was based on an object-relation-configuration and presented in ref. [188], as shown in Fig. 18(a). In this work, a mirror system, which may be placed around the rotated object, was designed. This would cause the illuminating beam to pass through the sample more than once before entering the microscope objective. To recover the projections, it would be necessary to propagate the complex optical field to a set of axial locations. In this work, however, the influence of the diffraction was not taken into account, and the overlapping scattered waves were the major source of error, which prevented the authors from using the full potential of the technique – only two projections were acquired in a single hologram. A similar idea of using a mirror to assist tomography was presented by Mudry et al. [189]. In this work, the mirror was placed right behind the sample to obtain a field reflected off the sample and reflected off the back of the sample, thus multiplexing two projections.

The second object-rotation HT work, which benefited from holographic multiplexing, was presented in Ref. [190]. Here, the authors used structured illumination for an object measured in a Mach-Zehnder-based digital holographic setup. The biological sample was inserted inside a hollow-core fiber capillary and rotated to obtain projections. In the sample beam, a diffraction grating and two mirrors were placed, as demonstrated in Fig. 18(b). This provided two illumination directions for a single hologram. The reference beam was tilted in a plane perpendicular to the one containing the sample beams and resulted in the spectrum shown in Fig. 18(c). The waves scattered on the sample overlapped in the Fourier domain, degrading the quality of the retrieved complex amplitudes. What is more, the need to filter a smaller area
within the numerical-aperture region in the frequency domain ($f_{\text{NA}}$ in Fig. 18(c)) also limited the resolution of the technique.

A similar concept of multiplexing angular illuminations into a single hologram, generated with a diffraction grating, was introduced by Hosseini et al. [191]. In this approach, the system was built as a common-path digital holographic setup, as demonstrated in Fig. 19(a). The source used was a broadband 400-700 nm supercontinuum source, coupled to an acousto-optic tunable filter (bandwidth of 2-7 nm). Changing the wavelength results in a change of Ewald’s sphere radius in the 3-D Fourier spectrum of the reconstructed object. Such wavelength scanning filling in of a certain portion of the spectrum; however, it is not sufficient for a successful reconstruction. The authors used a diffraction grating placed in plane IP$_0$, conjugate to the sample and camera planes, to provide three multiplexed illumination directions, and thus reduce the measurement time. The reference beam was generated by placing a spatial filter in plane FP2. In this case, again, the spatial frequencies, which overlapped in the frequency domain, were not fully de-multiplexed in the full NA region of each projection.

When using a typical measurement system for HT, based on mechanical scanning of the illumination, it is not possible to generate multiple illumination angles without additional components, contrary to systems that use SLMs for scanning, such as a phase-only liquid crystal on silicon SLM [192,193,199] or a DMD [179,194]. In the latter, all instrumentation, required to generate multiplexed projections, is already present. What is more, due to the fact that the modulators are active components, it is possible to de-multiplex the full information from the NA area in the spectrum by sequentially shifting the phase of the illuminating beams [192–194].

One of such approach, described in [192], is demonstrated in Fig. 19(b). In this case, a broadband source ($\lambda = 488 \pm 15$ nm) was used in a common-path interferometric configuration, as enabled by a Ronchi grating and a pinhole. Illumination scanning HT was realized by conjugating the SLM plane to the sample and camera planes. The aim of this work was to make HT more suitable for coupling with structured illumination fluorescence superresolution, and did not actually focus on using multiplexing to reduce the measurement time. In this case, to retrieve the information in the full NA, the number of required phase-shifted, holograms is equal to the number of illumination directions present in the multiplexed hologram. Another work, which focused on multiplexing interferometric projections with full...
de-multiplexing of the NA region in the spectrum was carried out by Lee et al. [194], where a DMD modulator was used. The multiplexing was performed during the camera exposure due to the binary character of the scanning component. In this case, the goal of angular multiplexing of the projections was to reduce the number of diffraction-related artifacts present in the reconstructions resulting from periodic structure of the modulator. The idea of multiplexing several projections using a DMD modulator was also implemented by He et al. [198]. In that case there were four projections multiplexed in a single frame without any additional de-multiplexing apart from extracting overlapped frequencies from the Fourier spectrum.

![Fig. 19. (a) Wavelength scanning holographic tomography with three multiplexed fields of view. Broadband source: 400-700 nm supercontinuum; AOTF: acousto-optic tunable filter; f1-f6: lenses; IP: image-conjugate plane, FP: Fourier plane. (b) Structured illumination optical diffraction tomography [197]; Broadband source: \( \Delta \lambda = 30 \) nm; L1-L6: lenses; MO: microscope objective; RG: Ronchi grating; PH: pinhole. Figure is modified from Ref. [112].](image)

This leads to a possibility of reducing the measurement time required to obtain the full projection set for tomographic reconstruction, where the scattered fields coming from two or more illumination directions overlap in the spectrum. This overlap might degrade the quality of each retrieved projection and, furthermore, the effective NA of each projection is reduced due to masking, as shown in Fig. 18(c). It may be assumed that for a weakly-scattering object and a few projections per hologram, the reduced numerical aperture is more dominant in the projections than the overlapping-related artifacts, as shown in Fig. 20 [200].

![Fig. 20. XY cross-sections through the 3-D refractive-index map of two HaCaT cells. (a) HT reconstruction based on 180 projections without multiplexing (ground truth); (b) HT reconstruction from multiplexing 18 holograms with 10 projections per hologram and NA masking during de-multiplexing; (c) Error map calculated as a difference between (a) and b). Figure is modified from Ref. [200].](image)
An optical system, which resembles the concept of integral imaging, was presented by Sung [195]. In this system the multiplexed illumination directions were generated with a microlens array as shown in Fig. 21(a). The concept was based on two arrays – one to generate multiplexed projections and the second to provide a set of reference beams. However, the incident waves overlap when acquired in the image plane IP conjugate to sample S in the same manner as for previously described cases (Fig. 18 and Fig. 19). To avoid the overlap of the $U^0(R)$ waves, the magnification of the OL-TL system and the camera position may be matched with an additional 4f system, so that the waves are fully separated after distance L in the camera plane CP as demonstrated in Fig. 21(b). The retrieved complex amplitudes are then propagated to the image plane by using the angular spectrum method. However, such an approach does not address the fact that each incident $U^0(R)$ wave generates a scattered wave $U_{sc}(R)$, which fills the entire numerical aperture of the imaging system within angle $\theta$ in Fig. 21(b). While masking a single camera segment D, corresponding to a single $U^0(R)$ wave, limits the numerical aperture of the projection to $NA=n\sin\alpha$ instead of $NA=n\sin\theta$, the detrimental influence of scattered fields resulting from other incident fields is not mitigated.

To sum up, the existing solutions for multiplexed illumination angles in tomography may be divided into four groups depending on the spatial frequency overlap, separation and de-multiplexing: (a) frequency overlap [190,191,198,200]; (b) frequency overlap and full de-multiplexing [189,192,194]; (c) frequency overlap and spatial separation [195]; (d) projections separated in frequency domain (full de-multiplexing). So far, the only solution exhibiting the potential for full separation of the projections is to use coherence gating [29] to separately detect the scattered fields in the spectrum as in the six-pack off-axis holography [28] used for super-resolution and apply this technique to HT with illumination scanning (see Section 6).

![Fig. 21. Snapshot holographic optical tomography system [195]. (a) FCL: fiber coupled laser source; FS: 2x2 fiber-optic splitter; L1, L2, L3: lenses; MLA1, MLA2: microlens arrays; CL: condenser lens; OL: microscope objective lens; TL: tube lens; BS: beam splitter cube; C: camera; (b) MO: microscope objective, CP: camera plane. Figure is modified from Ref. [195].](image)

Dardikman et al. [201] have used angular off-axis holographic multiplexing to obtain four-dimensional phase unwrapping for time-lapse quantitative phase microscopy. This technique allows reconstruction of optically thick objects that are optically thin in a certain temporal point and angular view. This approach is also useful for time-lapse HT, where the use of the angular dimension may allow solving of phase ambiguities for angular views that could not be solved using the spatial and temporal dimensions alone.
8. Multiplexing quantitative phase images with fluorescence

Multiplexing of off-axis holography with fluorescence is another possible multiplexing application. Holography provides the quantitative phase profile without labeling, but does not have molecular specificity, e.g., we cannot be sure where the nucleus of the imaged cell is, since its boundaries are not distinguishable by its OPD profile alone. On the other hand, fluorescent microscopy can label certain cell organelles, but is not fully quantitative, since it is hard to interpret the gray level values in the image obtained in terms of meaningful physical measurements. Thus, simultaneous acquisition of holographic and fluorescent channels is advantageous for dynamic samples that do not allow sequential acquisition, but still require both the quantitative phase imaging provided by holography and the molecular specificity provided by fluorescence. Normally, any incoherent illumination of the sample or emission from the sample, such as white light or fluorescence respectively, would overlap with the DC term in the spatial frequency domain of the hologram. On the other hand, if a white light holographic setup is used, it is possible to create an off-axis hologram from the fluorescent channel as well [202–205]. Specifically, in the setup presented in Ref. [206], white light diffraction phase microscopes were combined, so that it was possible to multiplex two fluorescent off-axis holographic channels and one regular off-axis holographic channel for quantitative phase imaging. The combined microscope output of fluorescent emission and laser transmission from the sample are passed to a diffraction grating. This results in a first order beam that travels along the optical axis and continues through a 4f system of two converging lenses to produce the fluorescence holograms and the regular hologram on the camera simultaneously. The zeroth order beam, which is traveling at an off-axis angle, enters the first lens of the 4f system, and is then spatially filtered by a pinhole in the Fourier plane, creating a clean reference beam. Figure 22(a) presents the holographic setup and Fig. 22(b) shows selected results.

Fig. 22. Multiplexed holography/fluorescent microscopy: (a) Optical schematic for the multiplexed microscopy system with red/green/blue color codes for the separate optical arms and associated signal. (b) Spectra for dichroic mirrors used in system and fluorophores used for cell imaging. (c) Example of Fourier separation between microscope’s fluorescent and coherent signals (color coded) using rotated gratings DG1, DG2, and DG3. Experimental results when imaging a biological cell: (d) Raw acquisition and (e) associated Fourier spectrum. Digital filters used for fluorescence and QP reconstructions are shown. Fluorescence reconstructions from the (f) red and (g) green channels, showing nucleus and F-actin, respectively. (h) Red/green fluorescence channel overlay. (i) Amplitude and (j) quantitative phase image reconstructions are also shown. (k) Gray-scale quantitative phase image with labeled cell body, nucleus, and potential endoplasmic reticulum is shown. Scale bar corresponds to 10 μm. Figure is modified from Ref. [206].
Another technique for multiplexing a hologram with fluorescence is illustrated in Fig. 23(a) [207]. In this technique the holographic DC term is measured by an additional off-axis holographic channel, and therefore it can be subtracted from the sample off-axis hologram, and leave space in the spatial frequency domain for the fluorescent signal. In the system depicted in this figure, beam splitter BS1 splits the combined output beam of the microscope. The first of the split beams is then directed into a module similar to the IDIA module discussed earlier. In this module, the beam passes through lens L1 and is split again by beam splitter BS2, with one beam being shifted off the optical axis and reflected back by retro-reflector mirror RR1, while the other beam is spatially filtered and reflected back by a mirror-mounted pinhole, PH and M1. These beams then travel back through BS2, L1 and BS1 and produce an off-axis hologram on the camera. The second beam that was split from BS1 passes through lens L2 and is then split by beam splitter BS3. Each of these beams are shifted off the optical axis and reflected back by retro-reflector mirrors RR2 and RR3, respectively. These beams then travel back through BS3, L2 and BS1 to produce an off-axis hologram between two identical sample beams. The three sample beams also contain the fluorescence and form the fluorescence image on the camera. The beams from BS2 do not interfere with the beams from BS3 as the laser used has a short coherence length and the optical path lengths of these sets of beams are not equal. The spatial frequency power spectrum of the multiplexed hologram is illustrated in Fig. 23(b), where it can be seen that there are two off-axis hologram CC terms, $S \otimes R$ and $S \otimes S$, with $S \otimes R$ being the normal off-axis hologram CC term and $S \otimes S$ being the self-interference hologram CC term. Using the information from the self-interference hologram as well a reference hologram captured without a sample, the DC term can be deleted from the multiplexed hologram by subtraction, rendering $F$, the spatial frequencies of the fluorescence image, free of any unwanted additional frequencies. Experimental results for imaging a fluorescent micro-bead are given in Figs. 23(c-k).

Fig. 23. Multiplexed holography/fluorescent microscopy: (a) External off-axis holography and fluorescence multiplexing system. BS1–BS3, beam splitters; L1–L2, lenses; M1, mirror; PH, pinhole; RR1–RR3, three-mirror retroreflectors. (b) Diagram of the spatial frequency power spectrum. Figure is modified from Ref. [207].
9. Multiplexing fast events

An intriguing application of off-axis multiplexing is the holographic recording of fast events [208–214]. By illuminating the sample with ultrashort laser pulses over a timespan shorter than the exposure time of the digital camera, each pulse forms a separate hologram of the sample in the single exposure, with each hologram corresponding to a single pulse, and thus, a single time instance. This effect is achieved by splitting a single laser pulse into a number of sample pulses and an equal number of reference pulses. By carefully matching the optical path length that each sample and reference pulse pair travel, the pulse pairs are made to meet again at the camera plane at precisely the same time. As the sample-reference pulse pairs are sequential, each sample pulse only interferes with its reference pulse. Each of the pulses, as well as the time interval between them, can be designed to be just femtoseconds long, thus the multiplexed holograms will each be different snapshots of the sample over a very short time period. This technique has been used to examine fast events such as air discharge events [208], laser-induced ionization of air [209,210] (see experimental system and results in Fig. 24), light pulse field propagation [211], pulsed laser ablation of a solid surface [212], propagation of a crack in a sample [213], and sample deformation [214]. Recently, multiple ultrafast pulses interfered with a chirped reference pulse, and used to reconstruct optical wave fronts at different times encoded into the hologram [215,216].

Fig. 24. (a) Pulsed digital holographic microscopy system with spatial angular multiplexing of rapid events. SPG, subpulse generator; BS, beam splitter; PBS, polarizing beam splitter. (b) The multiplexed hologram composed of three overlapped sub-holograms while recording air ionization. (c) The corresponding spatial-frequency domain of the multiplexed hologram. (d) Counter maps of the phase differences during the air-ionization process, time resolution of 50 fs and frame interval of 300 fs. Figure is modified from Ref. [209,210].

10. Multiplexing for polarization measurements

Holographic multiplexing can also be used for polarization state, Jones and Stokes matrix extraction [217–225]. Some samples may change the polarization of the illuminating light wave, may be birefringent, or may absorb different amounts of light depending on the polarization orientation, a property known as diattenuation. By illuminating the sample with circularly polarized light and interfering the sample beam with two linearly and orthogonally polarized reference beams, the birefringence retardation and axis orientation of each point in the sample can be extracted from the two multiplexed holograms [226]. To take this idea
Further, by illuminating the sample with two linearly and orthogonally polarized beams and interfering each of these sample beams with two linearly and orthogonally polarized reference beams, in which the two reference beams are polarized at an angle of $-45^\circ$ and $45^\circ$ relative to their sample beam polarization, the final multiplexed hologram will contain four complex wave fronts of the sample, each providing unique data on the polarizing nature of the sample. Using this polarization data, it is then possible to extract the four parameters of the Jones matrix, which details the polarizing, birefringence, and diattenuation characteristics of an optical element, for each point in the sample [227]. The proposed system, shown in Fig. 25(a), is based on a Mach–Zehnder interferometer integrating two mutually incoherent sources S1 and S2, each of which passes through a 2-D orthogonal grating, G1 or G2, and is then split by polarized beam splitter PBS to a sample beam and a reference beam. In the sample path, only the zero diffraction orders from G1 and G2 pass through the pinhole filter PF1 and illuminate the sample S with two orthogonal polarization states, horizontal (A1) and vertical (A2).

Fig. 25. (a) Schematic illustration of a one-step Jones matrix polarization holography system. (b) Four-pinhole spatial filter PF2, with orthogonal linear polarizers, P1 and P2, attached. (c) Spatial frequency domain of a four-channel multiplexed hologram. Laser1, Laser2: Laser sources; G1, G2: Diffraction gratings; M1, M2: Mirrors, L1–4: Lenses; S: Sample; MO: Microscope objective. A1, A2: Orthogonal polarization states. The cropped CC terms are processed to extract the full Jones matrix parameters. Figure is modified from Ref. [227].

In the reference path, the zero diffraction orders from G1 and G2 are blocked, and four of the first diffraction orders pass through the four-pinhole spatial filter PF2 as the reference beams. This creates on the camera a multiplexed hologram created by four different-orientation off-axis interferences. The orientation of G2 is set at $45^\circ$ relative to G1, and the four pinholes on PF2 are located as shown in Fig. 25(b). Two orthogonal linear polarizers P1 and P2 are attached behind the pinholes, so that the reference components R11 and R21 are linearly polarized along $45^\circ$, with respect to vertical axis, whereas R12 and R22 are transformed into linearly polarized beams orientated at $-45^\circ$. After acquiring the multiplexed hologram in a single camera exposure, the four CC terms - CC11, CC12, CC21, and CC22 - are then cropped from the spatial frequency domain of the multiplexed hologram, shown in Fig. 25(c), inversely transformed back to the spatial domain, and can be processed to extract the full Jones matrix parameters of the sample S (see details in Ref. [227]).

11. Digital multiplexing for rapid wave front retrieval

Off-axis holographic multiplexing can be implemented optically, thus by projecting several off-axis holograms on the camera at once (as presented in Sections 3-10). Still, another way is to implement off-axis holographic multiplexing digitally [32,49,228–234]. This means taking several experimentally acquired regular (not multiplexed) off-axis holograms, rotating them in the computer, and summing them into a multiplexed hologram (or positioning the wave front matrix in the spatial frequency domain matrix without overlap to generate the multiplexed hologram matrix). This can be useful for rapid wave front extraction [49,228–
231], compression of off-axis holograms [232,233], or for visualization purposes, when the hologram displaying device is slower than the camera acquiring the holograms [32]. Digital multiplexing of hundreds of computer generated holograms can also be performed, e.g., for beam shaping [234]. However, in this case, the input holograms are not acquired optically first, but rather generated digitally.

In contrast to optical multiplexing of off-axis holograms, where multiple off-axis holograms are projected onto the camera at once, in digital multiplexing, there is no problem with sharing the dynamic range of the camera or with the possibility of unwanted cross-terms in the spatial frequency domain. In Ref. [228] and [230], six algorithms for rapid retrieval of the complex wave front from a sequence of regular off-axis holograms were introduced. Algorithm B [228] is a basic algorithm, and does not include multiplexing, but rather only a 2-D Fourier transform for each off-axis hologram in the sequence, followed by cropping the CC term and applying an inverse 2-D Fourier transform, followed by phase extraction and unwrapping (see Fig. 26).

![Fig. 26. Algorithm B (conventional off-axis holography phase extraction algorithm): cropped cross-correlation algorithm for extracting quantitative phase profiles from off-axis holograms. Figure is modified from Ref. [228].](image)

Algorithm C [228], shown in Fig. 27, multiplexes two holograms by summing one hologram with another one which is 90°-rotated, before applying a single 2-D DFT to extract both CC terms. This lets us access the Fourier space in a single 2-D Fourier transform, thus saving computation time when extracting the complex wave front.

Algorithm D [230] multiplexes four holograms by placing two 90°-rotated holograms in the real part of a synthetic hologram and additional two in its imaginary part, prior to applying a single 2-D Fourier transform for all four holograms. The SM algorithm [229] also multiplexes four holograms into a single complex hologram, by multiplying each hologram with a tilted plane wave, and performing 1-D Fourier transform on the rows followed by 1-D Fourier transform on only one quarter of the columns, creating an effective 1.25 Fourier transform.

Algorithm E [230] is similar to Algorithm B, except that it resamples the rows four times prior to applying 1-D Fourier transform on the rows only. Algorithm F [230] is a combination of Algorithms D and E, storing one resampled hologram in the real part of a synthetic
complex hologram, and a second hologram in its imaginary part. The CSM algorithm \cite{231} is a combination of the SM algorithm and algorithm D, multiplexing eight holograms into a single complex hologram by creating four pairs of complex holograms and multiplying each pair with a tilted plane wave. Algorithms G-J are presented in \cite{37}. Here, there is use of optimal spatial multiplexing of off-axis holograms to fill the entire spatial frequency domain, including the space previously occupied by the intensity of the sample. This approach enables spatial digital compression of eight off-axis holograms into a single real-valued multiplexed hologram, having the same number of pixels as each of the input holograms. Since the output multiplexed hologram contains only real values, it can be used for rapid display of eight wave front reconstructions at once, which is useful for real-time visualization, when the hologram display device is slower than the acquiring camera. Next, Ref. \cite{37} presented a further generalization of this technique to digital multiplexing of 16 real-valued holograms into a single complex-valued hologram by simple arithmetic operations in the hologram domain. Then, the extraction of the 16 wave fronts includes a single 2-D discrete Fourier transform to access the spatial frequency domain, allowing fast reconstruction, which is useful for real-time processing of off-axis holograms, with improved processing rate compared to current hologram processing algorithms. A comparison between the run times of all these algorithms was implemented in \cite{37}, where all algorithms were implemented in the most efficient way possible and on the same computer platform to allow a fair comparison. The full details of Algorithms A-J are given in Refs. \cite{228,230,37}.

As shown in Table 2, the efficiency of most algorithms is tightly correlated to the input hologram size, where Algorithm G is the fastest for the smaller input holograms (128 × 128, pixels), followed by the SM algorithm in the mid-range input holograms (192 × 192 pixels with Algorithm G closely after. Algorithm J then takes the lead for two of the larger input holograms tested, with Algorithms H, E, and F taking the lead for the rest. The mean squared error (MSE) of the phase reconstruction relative to the true phase profile was found to be lowest when using the newly suggested Algorithm G, and is similar to the MSE yielded by Algorithms B and I.

![Fig. 27. Algorithm C: digital off-axis hologram-multiplexing algorithm for extraction of the quantitative phase profiles from off-axis holograms. Figure is modified from Ref. [228].](image-url)

An alternative rapid-processing approach based on off-axis holographic multiplexing that can reach up to 169 holograms of 512×512-pixels per second on a CPU have been introduced by Tahara et al. \cite{235,236}. This method avoids using Fourier transforms in the hologram multiplexing. However, it utilizes smoothing in order to extract the desired sample wave front from the spatially multiplexed hologram, with a trade-off between the filter size and the spatial bandwidth.
Table 2. A comparison between various phase retrieval algorithms. The reconstruction rate is given in fps for various square input hologram sizes, after being averaged over 1200 reconstructions. The last column shows the MSE in rad\(^2\) for the 512×512 input, averaged over 9 simulated phase images. The best result in each column is highlighted. Table is modified from Ref. [37].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>192</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>320</th>
<th>384</th>
<th>448</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B [228]</td>
<td>1799</td>
<td>953.7</td>
<td>624.5</td>
<td>375.0</td>
<td>292.8</td>
<td>215.0</td>
<td>145.0</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C [228]</td>
<td>2089</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>728.8</td>
<td>478.2</td>
<td>339.6</td>
<td>245.4</td>
<td>173.4</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM [229]</td>
<td>2044</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>719.6</td>
<td>488.1</td>
<td>335.7</td>
<td>247.4</td>
<td>185.9</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D [230]</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1068</td>
<td>719.6</td>
<td>482.4</td>
<td>323.5</td>
<td>248.6</td>
<td>175.8</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E [230]</td>
<td>913.7</td>
<td>694.4</td>
<td>546.4</td>
<td>457.0</td>
<td>382.9</td>
<td>319.1</td>
<td>251.1</td>
<td>0.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F [230]</td>
<td>1301</td>
<td>912.2</td>
<td>691.7</td>
<td>555.8</td>
<td>434.4</td>
<td>341.9</td>
<td>247.4</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSM [231]</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>707.9</td>
<td>484.1</td>
<td>348.4</td>
<td>254.1</td>
<td>181.5</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G [37]</td>
<td>2182</td>
<td>1201</td>
<td>727.7</td>
<td>489.6</td>
<td>349.6</td>
<td>255.3</td>
<td>185.3</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H [37]</td>
<td>1446</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>716.1</td>
<td>547.9</td>
<td>428.6</td>
<td>346.2</td>
<td>249.6</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I [37]</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>1113</td>
<td>672.3</td>
<td>467.4</td>
<td>335.4</td>
<td>240.6</td>
<td>171.2</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J [37]</td>
<td>1573</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>736.9</td>
<td>545.8</td>
<td>442.7</td>
<td>329.9</td>
<td>247.0</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Conclusions and perspectives

We have presented the theory and applications of using multiplexing in off-axis digital holography, to enable single-shot acquisition of complex wave fronts, with more complex wavefront information compressed into the same camera plane, without an increase in the spatial bandwidth requirement of the camera. This special property of off-axis holography is derived from its usage of the redundancy in camera spatial bandwidth, namely that the off-axis fringes create a spatial frequency shift across a single axis, which leaves empty space across the other directions in the spatial frequency domain for additional terms to be compressed into the hologram. If the CC terms are not overlapping with any other term, they can be fully reconstructed, with a slight decrease in SNR due to the sharing of the camera gray-scale dynamic range in the hologram domain. The latter limitation is not significant for weakly-scattering phase objects, such as cells in vitro and thin optical elements.

We have theoretically explained the multiplexing limit, which is six off-axis holograms for optical multiplexing, and methods to avoid unwanted cross-terms between non-matching beam pairs, which otherwise prevent full occupancy in the spatial frequency domain. We have also presented various experimental systems to implement off-axis holographic multiplexing, including interferometers built around the sample and external interferometric modules, which can be connected to existing optical imaging systems. We have then reviewed various applications for off-axis holographic multiplexing, where each application requires a different optical system. These include FOV multiplexing, depth-of-field multiplexing, wavelength multiplexing, angular multiplexing, temporal event multiplexing, polarization multiplexing, and multi-modal microscopy multiplexing of fluorescence and holography. Finally, we have shown that even if the multiplexing is not done digitally by projecting off-axis holograms of different fringe orientations on the camera, we can still perform the multiplexing of the off-axis holograms in the computer in order to gain rapid retrieval of the complex wave fronts encoded into the off-axis holograms, or to perform data compression, or more rapid optical visualization.

Of course, the main advantage of using off-axis holographic multiplexing is to speed up the acquisition of the complex wave front data. Being able to perform highly rapid acquisition and processing of complex wave fronts in a quantitative, non-destructive and nonintrusive manner is expected to open new horizons for biomedical and metrological applications. One specific future application that can benefit from holographic multiplexing is label-free holographic imaging flow cytometry [237–239]. In general, imaging flow cytometry is
Important for routine clinical analysis and diagnosis of diseases by providing high-throughput morphological analysis of thousands of cells per second in body fluids. Detecting and monitoring cancer, or other life-threatening conditions from body fluids, such as those obtained in routine lab tests, is a true clinical need, where flow cytometry is expected to allow access to much more cells than is possible in a conventional cell smear on a slide. Currently, imaging flow cytometry is capable of obtaining the morphological details of cells via fluorescence microscopy. In order to capture morphological images of the same cells, with numerous fluorescent labels per each cell, the realization of current imaging flow cytometers requires serially disposed laser towers, complicated spectral separation filters, and expensive cameras that image the same cell in multiple fluorescent imaging channels on different locations on the camera, demanding cameras with many pixels, complicated calibration routines, and extensive digital processing to avoid image registration problems. Cells in vitro are mostly transparent under regular light microscopy, and therefore cannot be measured well without using external stains or contrast agents, which is time consuming, might be harmful to the cells, and not allowed in certain medical procedures. Since off-axis holography records the quantitative phase profile, which takes into account the cell refractive index and physical thickness, we can obtain the quantitative topographic maps of the cell from a single camera exposure, with great contrast and without the need for external contrast agents. Furthermore, even when using contrast agents in flow cytometry, the fact that phase profile is quantitative and accounts for the cell internal refractive indices gives rise to new parameters with medical relevance that were not available in flow cytometry before, such as the dry mass of the cells. To increase the analysis throughput and enable processing of large numbers of cells, flow cytometry uses extremely high flow rates. Specifically, in imaging flow cytometry, an imaging and processing rate of thousands of cells per second is needed, which is beyond the scope of the current holographic imaging techniques. Enabling optical hologram multiplexing is expected to allow capturing and processing the phase profiles of up to six times more cells, while increasing the quantitative cell imaging throughput and enabling obtaining real-time cell sorting decisions without using staining. If successful, this solution might dramatically change the field of imaging flow cytometry, being able to provide more cost-effective imaging flow cytometers with less expensive acquisition and processing units, and with improved quantitative analysis capabilities. Another closely related application that can benefit from off-axis holographic multiplexing is water inspection, for detecting micro-plastic particles and micro-organisms in water [240].

For non-biological metrology, a possible future application is rapid profiling of metrological samples [241,242] to enable real-time feedback during rapid lithography or etching processes, which can enable improving or altering the process in real-time. An additional application is optical metrology of silicon wafers or other elements, which requires rapid scanning of extended sample areas and the profiling of the elements, in order to detect manufacturing defects. In this case, off-axis holographic multiplexing enables acquiring more information per sample instance, thus speeding up the scanning and enabling more rapid profiling.

Even if the process is not dynamic, holographic multiplexing can still help, since the noise characteristics might change between different camera exposures. Thus, if the complex wave front information, which is typically acquired in several exposures taken at different time points, can now be compressed into a single multiplexed off-axis hologram, acquired in a single exposure, lower noise images can be obtained.

Indeed, hundreds of papers have been published on off-axis holographic multiplexing and its various applications over the years. The current manuscript provides the common theoretical basis and is expected to promote new research in this field, where the rapid measurements provided by off-axis holographic multiplexing can possibly enable new scientific findings and enable the complex-wave-font measurement of rapid phenomena that could not be imaged until now.
Finally, please note that this review focuses on off-axis holographic multiplexing acquired in a single camera exposure for the general sample case, where it might not be sparse. However, the holographic multiplexing field is much wider, and it also includes different holographic geometries (e.g., on axis). In addition, when the sample is sparse, the multiplexing can be done more efficiently based on the sample sparsity [243,244]. Furthermore, various mathematical tools of signal and image processing, such as wavelet compression [245–250], can be used for holographic multiplexing. Machine learning approaches in general and deep learning approaches in particular [19,251,252] can also be used for various types of holographic multiplexing directly, and for solving the inverse problem to retrieve data from the multiplexed holograms.
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